Mutation probe of gene structure in E. coli: suppressor mutations in the seven-tRNA operon.
Cells defective in uracil-DNA glycosylase (ung::Tn10) were used in two ways to reveal differences in select point mutations (GC to AT transitions) within the seven-tRNA operon of E. coli. The mutations were indicated as de novo or converted glutamine tRNA suppressor mutations in the genes glnU and/or glnV: the kinetics of photoenzymatic monomerization of pyrimidine dimers quantitated by ung-dependent UV mutagenesis indicated more rapid repair of dimers at sites for converted suppressor mutation than of dimers at sites for de novo suppressor mutation, and spontaneous deamination of cytosine was considerably more frequent at sites for converted suppressor mutation than at sites for de novo suppressor mutation. To explain these results we suggest the physical structure of the DNA in vivo is different at different sites in the seven-tRNA operon. The non-transcribed strand including specifically the anticodon region of the site for converted suppressor mutation may frequently be looped out in a single strand so that a T = C dimer is more accessible to DNA photolyase or a free cytosine residue of non-irradiated DNA is in an aqueous environment conducive to deamination. In addition, we analysed the spontaneous de novo suppressor mutation data to determine an estimate for the in vivo rate of cytosine deamination in double strand DNA of 3.2 X 10(-13)/sec.